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Mariska Hutchence : Bolo before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be worth my time, and all
praised Bolo:
0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Beautifully complicated and simplisticBy dbbooknerdI was not sure
what to think about this book as I read through the first few chapters introducing the main characters; I just knew that I
felt compelled to keep reading. As you read about the thoughts and motivations filtering through their points of view,
it suddenly becomes apparent that something that should be ordinary is blooming into the extraordinary. I was moved
by the quiet understanding that these characters develop and while it all happens quickly, their circumstances leave
them (and the reader) no choice but to acknowledge the special relationship they have discovered. It reminded me of a
sleeper movie that sneaks up on you and leaves you thinking about it for a long time after.0 of 0 people found the
following review helpful. True love and actionBy LadyKThe writer takes you forwards and backwards through the
entire book. It is confusing . Although she does capture Suzanne's emotions quite well, I just can't believe some of her
actions. I'm not one to give negative feedback about a book because it's just my opinion. Maybe someone will enjoy
reading it.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. ARC reviewBy Ashley HallSuzanne works in real estate,
she is self conscience of her size, especially since her roommate is what women are 'supposed' to look like. After
breaking up with her boyfriend because he can't give her what she needs in the bedroom it's her roommate who
convinces her to go out to the club. The club that she sees the most beautiful man. Avery, Bolo, left the military and is
working as a bouncer. It's not really his thing but it will do for now. He is replacing the guy at the door when he sees
her, a goddess. It takes weeks before he gets the courage to talk to her. Can a girl who doubts a man like him could
ever want her let her wall down? Will he be able to keep her safe when needed? Can these two get the life they both
want, together? This book is so great. I loved it. Voluntary review of an advance readers copy.
Avery Boles was stuck with his former military nickname, but the last thing he wanted to be stuck with was the life he
was currently living as a civilian. Working part-time as a bouncer at Club Raza while doing less legal work on the side
more suited to his talents, Bolo is just biding his time until he can retirehellip;but he didnrsquo;t count on The
Goddess.Suzanne Claremont is in the same position, existing paycheck-to-paycheck as a Real Estate Agent, constantly
frustrated by her former-model roommatersquo;s earnings as a Sugar Baby. She dreams that her life can be more than
being dragged to the club, where she canrsquo;t escape being a wallflower.Suddenly, the oddly silent, yet musclebound and bearded bouncer, Bolo, turns her world upside down. Is it a cruel joke, or can his veritable obsession for her
actually be real?Just as shersquo;s starting to trust the intentions of her gorgeous new admirer, something happens that
will change both of their lives forever.Authorrsquo;s Note: Bolo is the epitome of lsquo;all-inrsquo; regarding his
passion for Suzanne, his lsquo;Goddessrsquo;, and his fondest desire is to sweep her away from her dull existence, to

be not only his true love, but the mother of his children as well. Hot, steamy romance, passion, and a healthy dose of
man-muscles and a beard to die-for will make this a favorite. I promise to give you fire, lust, and a healthy dose of
HEA with NO CHEATING. - Mariska
About the AuthorMariska Hutchence was born in the former Yugoslavia, but she feels no desire to return. Part of that
is because she never really lived there, part of it is that it doesn't exist anymore. A classically trained pianist holding a
degree in social work, Mariska uses her education and experience to model complex characters for her novels, as well
as keeping her kids on the straight and narrow.A fan fiction writer for years, she's finally turned her talents into
publishable works with her own stable of relateable heroines and soul-searching heroes in stories torn from the latest
headlines. Living her own 'Happily Ever After' with her husband Scott, she likes to put a positive spin on thevast
majority of her stories, reminding us that 'HEA doesn't mean perfect.'
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